Brazos Fellowship
Production Team
Commitments and Responsibilities
Who are we looking for?
Experience helps but is not required. We are looking for people that are interested in serving the church in the
production area, able to fulfill the team commitments (see below), and are willing to put in the time and effort that it
takes to become proficient at a position on our team.

Team Commitments
We ask that new members commit to serving at least one year.
We ask that you be available to serve at least once every fourth Sunday and be available for rehearsal and all
three worship services on the days that you are serving. Rehearsal typically begins at 6:30 a.m. for Audio and 7:00
a.m. for everybody else. Our three Sunday services begin at 8:30 a.m., 10 a.m., and 11:30 a.m. The only difference
is for the Video Team. The Video Team's time commitment is 9:45 a.m. - 11 a.m.
All of our production positions are crucial to what we do on a Sunday therefore we ask that you make it a priority to
show up when you are scheduled. If an emergency arises however and you cannot make your scheduled
commitment for Sunday, we ask that you contact us as soon as possible so that we can fill your spot.

Why we do what we do.

Our Mission – The Production Team mission is to offer opportunities for volunteers to serve the church and
contribute to the lives of others through their gifts and experiences by creating excellent, dynamic, and relevant
environments that attract and lead people into a growing relationship with Jesus Christ.
Our Philosophy – Our production team philosophy is to enhance, but not distract what is already happening in the
room. "Enhancing" is an on-going process so our work is never done, while it is somewhat easy to see a distraction.
The recognition that God is present in a worship service in-spite of what we do reminds us that our role is a supporting
one.
Our Responsibility - Ours is a team effort. Each individual and each piece of equipment is designed to work together
to create one environment. Different roles and different gifts move us in one direction toward one goal: to effectively
deliver the message without distractions and create a great worship experience. Such a venture begins with a
challenge: a challenge to our weaknesses, to our creativity, to our spiritual maturity, and to our unity as a team. As a
production team member, your position -- and how well you perform at that position -- is critical to creating that
environment: one that ministers to seekers and believers alike.

